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Carolines was founded in 1971 by my
grandmother Mrs Elsie Hughes. Originally they
had a shop in the Central Arcade in Wrexham and
another one in Bridge Street, Wrexham, with a
small ‘bake house’ behind. Four years later a third
shop was acquired in Oswestry, Shropshire. When
my grandmother first opened this shop she was
the only person in the town selling fresh cream
cakes and french bread! A couple of years later a
fourth shop in Chester Street, Wrexham, was
added to the now growing business. In 1987 the
Bakery moved to Rivulet Road and the shop on
Bridge Street closed for re-development. We then
purchased a shop in Ruabon.

In 1999 we bought a wholesale bakery in
Shropshire called Bloomers and we now have six
delivery vehicles delivering to approximately 140
wholesale customers each day. Everything is
made to order and kept as fresh as possible. We
cover an area from Mid-Wales to North Wales into
Shropshire and parts of Flintshire. In the business
my father Peter Hughes, my mother Mary
Hughes, brother Paul Hughes and uncle Philip
Lynch are still working directors and take an
active roll in the day-to-day operations. We have
a team of some 60 people ensuring everything we
produce is delivered on time and fresh everyday!

Mark Hughes - Director

Who we are
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Cream Nutty

Long Chocolate doughnut

Fresh Cream Scone

Choux Puff

Open Trifle

Trifle

Twin Strawberry Tart

Chocolate Sponge

Apple & Custard Doughnut

Chocolate Choux Puff

Light puff pastry with fresh cream filling and a generous sprin-
kling of roasted almonds and icing sugar on top.

Incredibly light choux pastry filled with copious amounts
of fresh cream and a light dusting of icing sugar.

One of our
excellent plain
scones with a fresh
cream filling and a
dusting of icing
sugar. Superb value.

A delicious long
doughnut filled
with fresh cream,
a blob of strawberry
jam and a rich
chocolate topping.

A delicious long
doughnut filled with
apple and vanilla
custard

This is a delicious trifle with
jam, custard, sponge and
cream making this traditional
dessert a great treat on the go.

Triple layer chocolate sponge cake
with fresh cream and strawberry jam

filling and a dusting of icing sugar on top.
Also available in victoria sponge flavour.

Incredibly light choux pastry filled with
copious amounts of fresh cream and a rich
topping of dark chocolate.

A light pastry case filled with fresh cream and a
pair of real strawberries on top. Drizzled in
strawberry jelly

Jelly, custard, sponge and cream
make this a multi-layered treat
and a real bestseller. Kid love
these on the go and it comes with
its own spoon.
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Bloomers and its sister company Carolines have
baking experience amounting to over 40 years.
You don’t bake for that many years without
learning all there is to know about the business
and it’s this knowledge and experience we put
into every single thing we bake.

Our ethos towards our product is simple:

The highest standards of hygiene.

The best quality ingredients.

Staff who are knowledgeable,
experienced and have a huge pride
in what they do.

The ability to get the product to your
door at the right time, the right price
and in perfect condition.

When we put our name on something we make, it
is our stamp of approval and your guarantee that
it’s the best possible product at the right price.

In that you can put your trust.

We also have our own high standards
towards working practice and the environment.
We make sure wastage is kept to an absolute
minimum and we have efficiency systems in
every facet of the business to keep costs down.

Wherever possible we recycle and re-invest into
the future, we evolve and adapt with an ever
changing environment and economy. Even our
delivery vans are optimised for efficiency.

We have a close working relationship with all
our customers because your success is our
success. We can advise and help you from;
selections and planning through to stock
management and display. We are only a phone
call away and there is no such thing as a silly
question.

We have a sales team available 7 days a week
offering help and advice. Give us a call to see
what we can do for you.

Mobile No. 07576 613210

Our beliefs
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Fresh Creams

Apple TurnoverApple Turnover

Ring Doughnut

Long Doughnut

Chocolate Eclair

Meringue

Cream Horn

Iced Finger

Strawberry Sponge

Continental Slice

A ring doughnut filled with jam and fresh cream.

A long doughnut filled with jam and fresh cream.

Puff pastry
sprinkled with

glazed sugar and filled
with fresh cream and a

surprise helping of
strawberry jam.
A handcrafted treat.

Sweet bun filled with fresh
cream, topped with icing and a
blob of strawberry jam.

Fresh cream and strawberry
jam, sandwiched between a
double layer of victoria
sponge and topped off with a
ring of strawberries in jelly.

A light dusting of icing sugar
completes this delicious treat.

Great for Sunday afternoons.

A double
layer of custard

with multiple layers of
puff pastry and topped off with
icing sugar.

Sugar glazed puff pastry puff with apple filling
and delicious fresh cream.

Everybodies favourite and a top seller. Light choux
pastry fresh cream and that important chocolate topping.
Our is a bit special and bigger than most.

Crispy, white, hand baked meringue
filled with fresh cream. Topped off with
lemon jelly segments and a juicy cherry.
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Tiger Bread

Super Thick

Large Harvester Bloomer

A new one to our range. Tiger bread is
brushed in flavoured oils to give it
a distinctive taste and texture.

A wholesome bloomer with a variety of seeds and
malted wheat flour to give it a rich, full flavour.

Cheese & Onion Bread

A round loaf with a
generous topping of cheese and onion.
A truly appetising loaf with a twist.

Sliced Tin

Just great fresh, tasty bread. It doesn't
get much better than this. Available in
thick or thin sliced.

PimHill Organic

This loaf is made from PimHill 100%
organic flour, milled at source about four
miles from our bakery.

Cottage

A distinctive, soft, white, round loaf
with a characteristic shape. Ideal for
ploughmans lunches and soups.

White Box - Bakers Choice

This is a best seller
for good reason. It
tastes great and is fantastic
value. There is nothing this
bread can’t be used for.
A great all rounder.

White Cob

Made to a traditional style, a 
round and crusty loaf with a soft 
white interior.

Farmhouse

A soft, white farmhouse loaf delicately sprinkled
with flour for that traditional and authentic
taste. Makes wonderful sandwiches.

Large Stone Ground

A flavoursome brown loaf with a sprinkling
of rolled oats on top. Bread like this has been
made in farmhouse kitchens for generations.

Large Brown Tin

A traditional loaf made to a
time honoured recipe. This is the brown
version of our ever popular White Tin
loaf. Healthy and tasty.

Bloomer - Signature Loaf
Soft, fluffy, white bread made in a
traditional style. This style of loaf is
as old as the hills and is always a
family favourite.

Large White Tin
One of our bestsellers and our customers
keep coming back time and time again.

Exactly as the name suggests.
These slices are 25mm thick! And
nothing comes close for satisfying a
serious hunger.

Bread and Rolls
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A rich, fruity sweet bread made
to a traditional Welsh recipe.

Bara Brith

Cherry Cake

Chocolate Sponge

Lemon Sponge

Coffee Sponge

Jam and Cream Sponge

Farmhouse Cake

Jam Sponge

Rich and moist with an extremely generous
helping of cherries, you won’t have to go looking
for them! A firm favourite and a great seller.

A lighter cake with two layers of sponge and a
lemon flavoured buttercream filling. Lemon icing
with lemon jelly segments finish off this delicious
cake. The kids love this one.

Generous amounts of fruit are packed into this farmhouse
cake making a really rich treat. A crumbly crust and a light
sprinkling of sugar make this cake a bit special.
Tastes fantastic and a superb buy.

The same as our jam and
cream sponge but without
the cream. Just as tasty and
even better value. For those
with a simple tastes but
still with high standards.

An old favourite. Light and moist victoria
sponge cake with a jam and buttercream
filling, lightly sprinkled with icing sugar.
No celebration is complete without a Jam and
Cream sponge with a couple of candles on top.

This one is a coffee lovers dream. Double
layers of coffee sponge cake with a coffee
flavoured buttercream filling. Coffee icing and
walnuts finish off this decadent experience.

One of our bestsellers and for good reason. A double
layer of moist chocolate sponge with a chocolate
buttercream filling all toped off with a thick layer of
chocolate icing and a single cherry.
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Small White Tin
Great for sandwiches and a
great all rounder.

Large Harvester Tin

Small Baton
Vienna

Brown Roll

A slightly
more crusty roll

than the soft ones.
Great for sandwiches and
great value. Also available in
Brown and Granary.

French Stick

Bloomers take on a
Parissienne Classic.

A very crusty roll with soft, white
bread inside. Great for a weekend treat.

Large Breakfast Bap Super XXL Bap

Delicious soft,
white baps. Don’t just save them for breakfast
though! The backbone of the great British Cafe.

Poppy Seed - White

Long Roll - White

Harvester Baps

Brown Baps Finger Rolls

A crusty roll generously sprinkled
with poppy seeds for a distinctive
flavour.

Amassive bread roll measuring around
170mm across. Stuffed full of eggs, bacon &
sausage it will satisfy any hunger.

Perfect for hot dogs or sausages or any kind
of sandwich.

Lovely soft brown bread textured
with malted wheat flour
- lovely flavour.

Long and soft - a classic. This is the
mainstay of the bread roll range. Can be
used for just about anything.

The alternative to white baps with that
wholemeal taste.

White Baps

The alternative to brown baps the white baps are
a summer favourite available all year round.

Croissant

A superb way to start the day with a
Bloomers croissant and a cup of coffee.
A great seller.

Great for sandwiches and as an alternative
to the long, white roll. Great value.Available in white, brown or granary it’s

perfect for delis, sandwich shops cafes etc.

A lovely soft texture with
contrasting malted wheat

flour make this a best
seller. Awholesome and
tasty choice.

Hedgehog

A family favourite. A soft, white
bread with a spiky texture

Multi Seed Cob Another new
loaf to our
range. This
is a tasty loaf
with a variety
of seeds
making a
really healthy

option, especially
for those on a low
G.I diet
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Battenburg

Fruit Slab

Lemon Swiss Roll

Jam and Cream Swiss Roll

Jam Swiss Roll

Chocolate Cream Swiss Roll

Fruit Cake

Traditional and a bestseller. Soft
sponge cake, strawberry jam and
almond marzipan. A family
favourite and great value for money

Amoist, rich fruit cake, packed full of currants
and sultanas and made to a traditional recipe
and baked to an exceptionally high standard.
Extremely good value for money.

A tangy, zesty lemon curd rolled into a light
sponge and lightly sprinkled with sugar.
Great family treat.

Light sponge filled with a strawberry jam and a
delicate buttercream filling. Sprinkled on top
with sugar make this a family favourite.

Simplicity at its best, for those who like their
treats unadorned. Light sponge with a
strawberry jam filling.

This is a truly huge fruit cake. It can be cut into 8 generous
slices without any trouble. A rich moist fruitcake packed
with fruit and baked to perfection bringing back memories
of how your Gran used to make them.

A delicious rich chocolate sponge cake with a
extra helping of buttercream filling and dusted
with icing sugar.

Large Cakes

11
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Morning Goods

Scones

Jam Doughnut
Belgian Bun

A classic, filled with delicious jam.
The kids love them

A soft bun with a generous iced
topping. Ideal for afternoon tea.

Using only the finest ingredients, our
customers tell us that our scones are
some of the best around.

Made to a traditional recipe they go so well with a
spoonful of clotted cream.

Cherries add not only colour but a
distinctive flavour and are a favourite
with those with a sweeter tooth.

Soft brown fruit scone for
those who prefer the
wholemeal taste and a
healthier option.

A soft bun
crammed
with fruit, cherries and lemon curd,
topped with icing.

Just the right amount of fruit in a tasty
bun, ideal as a snack with lashings of
butter. Our Hot Cross Buns are available all year

round and are renowned for their high quality

A sweet bun, generously filled
with currants and sultanas and
sprinkled with a sugar topping
for extra sweetness.

We are really proud of our Fruit Loaf and
our customers agree its a delicious treat

Butter Bun

Iced Bun

Swiss Bun

Tea Cakes

Hot Cross Buns
Chelsea Bun

Brown Scone

Fruit Scone

Plain Scone

Cherry Scone

Fruit Loaf

A Shropshire Classic. A plain bun with a
buttery filling.

A bun crammed with fruit and topped
with icing and a glace cherry.

We are exceptionally proud of our scones here at The Bakery
and with some justification. We are prepared to take any
comparison test, we are that confident.
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Celebration Cakes by Carolines

Caramel Shortbread

Cornflake Cake
Viennese Whirl

Rice Crispy Square Gingerbread Man

Here at Carolines we have master Craftsmen and Women who over the
years have perfected their art in cake making and decoration. We can
now supply cakes made to order and to your specification and design.
From football to racing cars or ballerinas to anniversary cakes we can
do it all. Of course we produce excellent wedding cakes as well.
Talk to the bakery for further details.

Telephone 01978 265064 for a no
obligations chat with one of our
representatives.
We look forward to hearing from
you.

A party favourite. Kellogs Corn
Flakes dipped in chocolate and
allowed to set in a cake case.
Delicious.

Delicious buttery shortbread
biscuit with a smooth buttercream
filling and topped off with a
cherry.

Delicious crumbly
shortbread covered in

luxury caramel and topped
off with chocolate.

Kellogs Rice Crispies bound in
a beautiul syrup and dipped at
one end in chocolate.

The kids love these! We have
our regular design but as the
occasion needs we vary the
designs to suit.
From footballers to Halloween
to Christmas designs, always
keeping the demand fresh.
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Paradise Slice Chocolate Brownie Vanilla Slice

Small Egg Custard Large Egg Custard Large Plate Pies

Deep Dish Pies Apple Turnover

Danish Pastry

This is a multi layered treat. Sweat pastry
at the base with a strawberry jam holding
on a light sponge infused with fruits and
cherries baked to perfection and lightly
sprinkled with sugar.

Egg custard in a light crusty pastry
with a light nutmeg sprinkle.

These are the deep dish versions of
our delicious plate pies. Available in
Apple, Cherry, Blackcurrant

A light pastry with a cinnamon filling
and lightly decorated with icing.

Delicious sheets of puff pastry filled with
apple chunks in syrup and sprinkledwith sugar.

The family version of our
delicious egg custard.

Delicious sweet pastry cases, generously
filledwith amouthwatering variety of fillings.
Available in Apple (shown), Apricot,
Cherry, Blackcurrant and Rhubarb

A rich chocolate slice covered in
sumptuous swirls of chocolate icing.

Creamed vanilla custard sandwiched
between light puff pastry sheets and
topped with icing.

A classic British favourite. Juicy apple
chunks in a syrup and wrapped in a
shortcrust pastry. - Bestseller.

Cherries in a sauce encased
in shortcrust pastry and
sprinkled with sugar.

A crumble topped
pie filled with sweet
rhubarb. A classic.

Blackcurrants in syrup and cased in a shortcrust
pastry, lightly sprinkled with sugar.

Cherry Pie Rhubarb Crumble

Apple Pie

Blackcurrent Pie
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A generous size bun packed full
of fruit with hard textured crust
and a sugary glazed topping.

Rock Bun

This Doughnut
measures 120mm
across! Its huge and
just as delicious as
our standard size
one.

A double
layered

shortbread
biscuit filled with

delicious chocolate
buttercream filling and
dipped in rich dark
chocolate at both ends.
An indulgent treat.

A ring shaped almond marzipan,
dipped in almonds and smothered in
chocolate.

Sponge based filling wrapped in marzipan,
dipped in chocolate at either end.

Sponge based filling with jam, dipped in
chocolate and rolled in vermacilli.

A classic round cake bursting
with fruit in a rich buttery puff pastry.

Mega Doughnut

Eccles Cake
Viennese Finger

Rum Truffle
Marzipan Truffle Almond Ring

Fancies
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Congress TartCherry Bakewell

Flapjack

Coconut Pyramid

Luxury mince pie - Bakers Choice Viennese mince pie

An old favourite and one we do rather
well. Our customers love them.

Dessicated coconut with a
chocolate base topped with
a cherry.

We are especially proud of our luxury mince pies. Deep filled with
sumptuous rich fruits and surrounded by the lightest pastry and a
snowflake like dusting of icing sugar. Perfection! And available all
year round.

So hard to choose between the traditional
and the Viennese mince pies; they are both
so delicious!

Oats rolled out in a syrupy smooth
rectangle.

Almond and jam filling with
almonds sprinkled on top.
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Ham Salad Vienna

Coronation Chicken Bap

One of our delicious vienna rolls,
lightly buttered and stuffed full of
quality ham, iceberg lettuce and
tomatoes. A soft white bap filled with tasty

coronation chicken and lettuce.

Rolls
Ham Salad Vienna
Beef Salad Vienna
Turkey Salad Vienna
Tuna Salad Vienna
Ham & Tomato Vienna

Cheese & Pickle Vienna
Cheese & Tomato Vienna
Cheese & Onion Vienna
Egg & Cress Vienna

Ham & Pickle Bap
Beef & Onion Bap
Cheese & Onion Bap
Cheese & Pickle Bap
Ham Salad Bap
Beef Salad Bap
Tuna Salad Bap
Ham, Cheese and Mayo Bap
Coronation Chicken Bap

BapsPies and Savouries
Made to a

traditional
recipe with
quality

ingredients, our
sausage rolls are
hugely popular,
with our customers
coming back for more
time and time again.
Excellent value.

Succulent minced beef and onion in a rich gravy
wrapped in a tasty shortcrust pastry.

A bit of everything in this tray baked
northern classic. All quality ingredients
and very tasty.

A British tradition and ours is a
superb example.

Rich lean beef chunks and generously
diced potatoes in a pastry case

Quality corned beef mixed with potato,
seasoned and wrapped in a light puff pastry.

Juicy pieces of lean steak in a rich beef gravy.
A real lunchtime treat

Sausage Rolls - Large and Small

Minced Beef and Onion Pie

Hot Pot

Steak & Kidney

Agenerous selection of vegetables
in a creamy sauce make this a real
treat. Suitable for vegetarians.

Made to a traditional recipe and
packed full of goodness. Ameal in
itself and a bestseller. Superbwarmed.

Vegetable Pasty

Cornish Pasty

Cheese & Tomato Quiche Small Pizza
Cheese & Ham Quiche

Another British classic. Fresh
prices of chicken and mushroom in
a creamy white sauce. Delicious.

Chicken & Mushroom pie

Suitable for vegetarians this mild
cheese pasty is a real bestseller.

Superb with buffets and salads, made
from the highest quality ingredients.

Handmade and great value
A delicious quiche with a cheese and
ham topping. Handmade and delicious.

Cheese, Tomato, Mushroom on a soft pizza base.
Available small or large these are ideal for delis,
sandwich shops, coffee houses etc.
Fantastic value for money.

Cheese Pasty

Top quality pork meat in
shortcrust pasty. A bestseller.

Pork Pie

Potato and Meat

Corned Beef Pasty

Steak Slice
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Ham Salad Vienna

Coronation Chicken Bap

One of our delicious vienna rolls,
lightly buttered and stuffed full of
quality ham, iceberg lettuce and
tomatoes. A soft white bap filled with tasty

coronation chicken and lettuce.

Rolls
Ham Salad Vienna
Beef Salad Vienna
Turkey Salad Vienna
Tuna Salad Vienna
Ham & Tomato Vienna

Cheese & Pickle Vienna
Cheese & Tomato Vienna
Cheese & Onion Vienna
Egg & Cress Vienna

Ham & Pickle Bap
Beef & Onion Bap
Cheese & Onion Bap
Cheese & Pickle Bap
Ham Salad Bap
Beef Salad Bap
Tuna Salad Bap
Ham, Cheese and Mayo Bap
Coronation Chicken Bap

BapsPies and Savouries
Made to a

traditional
recipe with
quality

ingredients, our
sausage rolls are
hugely popular,
with our customers
coming back for more
time and time again.
Excellent value.

Succulent minced beef and onion in a rich gravy
wrapped in a tasty shortcrust pastry.

A bit of everything in this tray baked
northern classic. All quality ingredients
and very tasty.

A British tradition and ours is a
superb example.

Rich lean beef chunks and generously
diced potatoes in a pastry case

Quality corned beef mixed with potato,
seasoned and wrapped in a light puff pastry.

Juicy pieces of lean steak in a rich beef gravy.
A real lunchtime treat

Sausage Rolls - Large and Small

Minced Beef and Onion Pie

Hot Pot

Steak & Kidney

Agenerous selection of vegetables
in a creamy sauce make this a real
treat. Suitable for vegetarians.
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packed full of goodness. Ameal in
itself and a bestseller. Superbwarmed.
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Cornish Pasty

Cheese & Tomato Quiche Small Pizza
Cheese & Ham Quiche

Another British classic. Fresh
prices of chicken and mushroom in
a creamy white sauce. Delicious.

Chicken & Mushroom pie

Suitable for vegetarians this mild
cheese pasty is a real bestseller.

Superb with buffets and salads, made
from the highest quality ingredients.

Handmade and great value
A delicious quiche with a cheese and
ham topping. Handmade and delicious.

Cheese, Tomato, Mushroom on a soft pizza base.
Available small or large these are ideal for delis,
sandwich shops, coffee houses etc.
Fantastic value for money.

Cheese Pasty

Top quality pork meat in
shortcrust pasty. A bestseller.

Pork Pie

Potato and Meat

Corned Beef Pasty

Steak Slice
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Paradise Slice Chocolate Brownie Vanilla Slice

Small Egg Custard Large Egg Custard Large Plate Pies

Deep Dish Pies Apple Turnover

Danish Pastry

This is a multi layered treat. Sweat pastry
at the base with a strawberry jam holding
on a light sponge infused with fruits and
cherries baked to perfection and lightly
sprinkled with sugar.

Egg custard in a light crusty pastry
with a light nutmeg sprinkle.

These are the deep dish versions of
our delicious plate pies. Available in
Apple, Cherry, Blackcurrant

A light pastry with a cinnamon filling
and lightly decorated with icing.

Delicious sheets of puff pastry filled with
apple chunks in syrup and sprinkledwith sugar.

The family version of our
delicious egg custard.

Delicious sweet pastry cases, generously
filledwith amouthwatering variety of fillings.
Available in Apple (shown), Apricot,
Cherry, Blackcurrant and Rhubarb

A rich chocolate slice covered in
sumptuous swirls of chocolate icing.

Creamed vanilla custard sandwiched
between light puff pastry sheets and
topped with icing.

A classic British favourite. Juicy apple
chunks in a syrup and wrapped in a
shortcrust pastry. - Bestseller.

Cherries in a sauce encased
in shortcrust pastry and
sprinkled with sugar.

A crumble topped
pie filled with sweet
rhubarb. A classic.

Blackcurrants in syrup and cased in a shortcrust
pastry, lightly sprinkled with sugar.

Cherry Pie Rhubarb Crumble

Apple Pie

Blackcurrent Pie
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A generous size bun packed full
of fruit with hard textured crust
and a sugary glazed topping.

Rock Bun

This Doughnut
measures 120mm
across! Its huge and
just as delicious as
our standard size
one.

A double
layered

shortbread
biscuit filled with

delicious chocolate
buttercream filling and
dipped in rich dark
chocolate at both ends.
An indulgent treat.

A ring shaped almond marzipan,
dipped in almonds and smothered in
chocolate.

Sponge based filling wrapped in marzipan,
dipped in chocolate at either end.

Sponge based filling with jam, dipped in
chocolate and rolled in vermacilli.

A classic round cake bursting
with fruit in a rich buttery puff pastry.

Mega Doughnut

Eccles Cake
Viennese Finger

Rum Truffle
Marzipan Truffle Almond Ring

Fancies
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Congress TartCherry Bakewell

Flapjack

Coconut Pyramid

Luxury mince pie - Bakers Choice Viennese mince pie

An old favourite and one we do rather
well. Our customers love them.

Dessicated coconut with a
chocolate base topped with
a cherry.

We are especially proud of our luxury mince pies. Deep filled with
sumptuous rich fruits and surrounded by the lightest pastry and a
snowflake like dusting of icing sugar. Perfection! And available all
year round.

So hard to choose between the traditional
and the Viennese mince pies; they are both
so delicious!

Oats rolled out in a syrupy smooth
rectangle.

Almond and jam filling with
almonds sprinkled on top.
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Morning Goods

Scones

Jam Doughnut
Belgian Bun

A classic, filled with delicious jam.
The kids love them

A soft bun with a generous iced
topping. Ideal for afternoon tea.

Using only the finest ingredients, our
customers tell us that our scones are
some of the best around.

Made to a traditional recipe they go so well with a
spoonful of clotted cream.

Cherries add not only colour but a
distinctive flavour and are a favourite
with those with a sweeter tooth.

Soft brown fruit scone for
those who prefer the
wholemeal taste and a
healthier option.

A soft bun
crammed
with fruit, cherries and lemon curd,
topped with icing.

Just the right amount of fruit in a tasty
bun, ideal as a snack with lashings of
butter. Our Hot Cross Buns are available all year

round and are renowned for their high quality

A sweet bun, generously filled
with currants and sultanas and
sprinkled with a sugar topping
for extra sweetness.

We are really proud of our Fruit Loaf and
our customers agree its a delicious treat

Butter Bun

Iced Bun

Swiss Bun

Tea Cakes

Hot Cross Buns
Chelsea Bun

Brown Scone

Fruit Scone

Plain Scone

Cherry Scone

Fruit Loaf

A Shropshire Classic. A plain bun with a
buttery filling.

A bun crammed with fruit and topped
with icing and a glace cherry.

We are exceptionally proud of our scones here at The Bakery
and with some justification. We are prepared to take any
comparison test, we are that confident.
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Celebration Cakes by Carolines

Caramel Shortbread

Cornflake Cake
Viennese Whirl

Rice Crispy Square Gingerbread Man

Here at Carolines we have master Craftsmen and Women who over the
years have perfected their art in cake making and decoration. We can
now supply cakes made to order and to your specification and design.
From football to racing cars or ballerinas to anniversary cakes we can
do it all. Of course we produce excellent wedding cakes as well.
Talk to the bakery for further details.

Telephone 01978 265064 for a no
obligations chat with one of our
representatives.
We look forward to hearing from
you.

A party favourite. Kellogs Corn
Flakes dipped in chocolate and
allowed to set in a cake case.
Delicious.

Delicious buttery shortbread
biscuit with a smooth buttercream
filling and topped off with a
cherry.

Delicious crumbly
shortbread covered in

luxury caramel and topped
off with chocolate.

Kellogs Rice Crispies bound in
a beautiul syrup and dipped at
one end in chocolate.

The kids love these! We have
our regular design but as the
occasion needs we vary the
designs to suit.
From footballers to Halloween
to Christmas designs, always
keeping the demand fresh.
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Small White Tin
Great for sandwiches and a
great all rounder.

Large Harvester Tin

Small Baton
Vienna

Brown Roll

A slightly
more crusty roll

than the soft ones.
Great for sandwiches and
great value. Also available in
Brown and Granary.

French Stick

Bloomers take on a
Parissienne Classic.

A very crusty roll with soft, white
bread inside. Great for a weekend treat.

Large Breakfast Bap Super XXL Bap

Delicious soft,
white baps. Don’t just save them for breakfast
though! The backbone of the great British Cafe.

Poppy Seed - White

Long Roll - White

Harvester Baps

Brown Baps Finger Rolls

A crusty roll generously sprinkled
with poppy seeds for a distinctive
flavour.

Amassive bread roll measuring around
170mm across. Stuffed full of eggs, bacon &
sausage it will satisfy any hunger.

Perfect for hot dogs or sausages or any kind
of sandwich.

Lovely soft brown bread textured
with malted wheat flour
- lovely flavour.

Long and soft - a classic. This is the
mainstay of the bread roll range. Can be
used for just about anything.

The alternative to white baps with that
wholemeal taste.

White Baps

The alternative to brown baps the white baps are
a summer favourite available all year round.

Croissant

A superb way to start the day with a
Bloomers croissant and a cup of coffee.
A great seller.

Great for sandwiches and as an alternative
to the long, white roll. Great value.Available in white, brown or granary it’s

perfect for delis, sandwich shops cafes etc.

A lovely soft texture with
contrasting malted wheat

flour make this a best
seller. Awholesome and
tasty choice.

Hedgehog

A family favourite. A soft, white
bread with a spiky texture

Multi Seed Cob Another new
loaf to our
range. This
is a tasty loaf
with a variety
of seeds
making a
really healthy

option, especially
for those on a low
G.I diet

4

Battenburg

Fruit Slab

Lemon Swiss Roll

Jam and Cream Swiss Roll

Jam Swiss Roll

Chocolate Cream Swiss Roll

Fruit Cake

Traditional and a bestseller. Soft
sponge cake, strawberry jam and
almond marzipan. A family
favourite and great value for money

Amoist, rich fruit cake, packed full of currants
and sultanas and made to a traditional recipe
and baked to an exceptionally high standard.
Extremely good value for money.

A tangy, zesty lemon curd rolled into a light
sponge and lightly sprinkled with sugar.
Great family treat.

Light sponge filled with a strawberry jam and a
delicate buttercream filling. Sprinkled on top
with sugar make this a family favourite.

Simplicity at its best, for those who like their
treats unadorned. Light sponge with a
strawberry jam filling.

This is a truly huge fruit cake. It can be cut into 8 generous
slices without any trouble. A rich moist fruitcake packed
with fruit and baked to perfection bringing back memories
of how your Gran used to make them.

A delicious rich chocolate sponge cake with a
extra helping of buttercream filling and dusted
with icing sugar.

Large Cakes
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Tiger Bread

Super Thick

Large Harvester Bloomer

A new one to our range. Tiger bread is
brushed in flavoured oils to give it
a distinctive taste and texture.

A wholesome bloomer with a variety of seeds and
malted wheat flour to give it a rich, full flavour.

Cheese & Onion Bread

A round loaf with a
generous topping of cheese and onion.
A truly appetising loaf with a twist.

Sliced Tin

Just great fresh, tasty bread. It doesn't
get much better than this. Available in
thick or thin sliced.

PimHill Organic

This loaf is made from PimHill 100%
organic flour, milled at source about four
miles from our bakery.

Cottage

A distinctive, soft, white, round loaf
with a characteristic shape. Ideal for
ploughmans lunches and soups.

White Box - Bakers Choice

This is a best seller
for good reason. It
tastes great and is fantastic
value. There is nothing this
bread can’t be used for.
A great all rounder.

White Cob

Made to a traditional style, a 
round and crusty loaf with a soft 
white interior.

Farmhouse

A soft, white farmhouse loaf delicately sprinkled
with flour for that traditional and authentic
taste. Makes wonderful sandwiches.

Large Stone Ground

A flavoursome brown loaf with a sprinkling
of rolled oats on top. Bread like this has been
made in farmhouse kitchens for generations.

Large Brown Tin

A traditional loaf made to a
time honoured recipe. This is the brown
version of our ever popular White Tin
loaf. Healthy and tasty.

Bloomer - Signature Loaf
Soft, fluffy, white bread made in a
traditional style. This style of loaf is
as old as the hills and is always a
family favourite.

Large White Tin
One of our bestsellers and our customers
keep coming back time and time again.

Exactly as the name suggests.
These slices are 25mm thick! And
nothing comes close for satisfying a
serious hunger.

Bread and Rolls
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A rich, fruity sweet bread made
to a traditional Welsh recipe.

Bara Brith

Cherry Cake

Chocolate Sponge

Lemon Sponge

Coffee Sponge

Jam and Cream Sponge

Farmhouse Cake

Jam Sponge

Rich and moist with an extremely generous
helping of cherries, you won’t have to go looking
for them! A firm favourite and a great seller.

A lighter cake with two layers of sponge and a
lemon flavoured buttercream filling. Lemon icing
with lemon jelly segments finish off this delicious
cake. The kids love this one.

Generous amounts of fruit are packed into this farmhouse
cake making a really rich treat. A crumbly crust and a light
sprinkling of sugar make this cake a bit special.
Tastes fantastic and a superb buy.

The same as our jam and
cream sponge but without
the cream. Just as tasty and
even better value. For those
with a simple tastes but
still with high standards.

An old favourite. Light and moist victoria
sponge cake with a jam and buttercream
filling, lightly sprinkled with icing sugar.
No celebration is complete without a Jam and
Cream sponge with a couple of candles on top.

This one is a coffee lovers dream. Double
layers of coffee sponge cake with a coffee
flavoured buttercream filling. Coffee icing and
walnuts finish off this decadent experience.

One of our bestsellers and for good reason. A double
layer of moist chocolate sponge with a chocolate
buttercream filling all toped off with a thick layer of
chocolate icing and a single cherry.
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Bloomers and its sister company Carolines have
baking experience amounting to over 40 years.
You don’t bake for that many years without
learning all there is to know about the business
and it’s this knowledge and experience we put
into every single thing we bake.

Our ethos towards our product is simple:

The highest standards of hygiene.

The best quality ingredients.

Staff who are knowledgeable,
experienced and have a huge pride
in what they do.

The ability to get the product to your
door at the right time, the right price
and in perfect condition.

When we put our name on something we make, it
is our stamp of approval and your guarantee that
it’s the best possible product at the right price.

In that you can put your trust.

We also have our own high standards
towards working practice and the environment.
We make sure wastage is kept to an absolute
minimum and we have efficiency systems in
every facet of the business to keep costs down.

Wherever possible we recycle and re-invest into
the future, we evolve and adapt with an ever
changing environment and economy. Even our
delivery vans are optimised for efficiency.

We have a close working relationship with all
our customers because your success is our
success. We can advise and help you from;
selections and planning through to stock
management and display. We are only a phone
call away and there is no such thing as a silly
question.

We have a sales team available 7 days a week
offering help and advice. Give us a call to see
what we can do for you.

Mobile No. 07576 613210

Our beliefs
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Fresh Creams

Apple TurnoverApple Turnover

Ring Doughnut

Long Doughnut

Chocolate Eclair

Meringue

Cream Horn

Iced Finger

Strawberry Sponge

Continental Slice

A ring doughnut filled with jam and fresh cream.

A long doughnut filled with jam and fresh cream.

Puff pastry
sprinkled with

glazed sugar and filled
with fresh cream and a

surprise helping of
strawberry jam.
A handcrafted treat.

Sweet bun filled with fresh
cream, topped with icing and a
blob of strawberry jam.

Fresh cream and strawberry
jam, sandwiched between a
double layer of victoria
sponge and topped off with a
ring of strawberries in jelly.

A light dusting of icing sugar
completes this delicious treat.

Great for Sunday afternoons.

A double
layer of custard

with multiple layers of
puff pastry and topped off with
icing sugar.

Sugar glazed puff pastry puff with apple filling
and delicious fresh cream.

Everybodies favourite and a top seller. Light choux
pastry fresh cream and that important chocolate topping.
Our is a bit special and bigger than most.

Crispy, white, hand baked meringue
filled with fresh cream. Topped off with
lemon jelly segments and a juicy cherry.
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Carolines was founded in 1971 by my
grandmother Mrs Elsie Hughes. Originally they
had a shop in the Central Arcade in Wrexham and
another one in Bridge Street, Wrexham, with a
small ‘bake house’ behind. Four years later a third
shop was acquired in Oswestry, Shropshire. When
my grandmother first opened this shop she was
the only person in the town selling fresh cream
cakes and french bread! A couple of years later a
fourth shop in Chester Street, Wrexham, was
added to the now growing business. In 1987 the
Bakery moved to Rivulet Road and the shop on
Bridge Street closed for re-development. We then
purchased a shop in Ruabon.

In 1999 we bought a wholesale bakery in
Shropshire called Bloomers and we now have six
delivery vehicles delivering to approximately 140
wholesale customers each day. Everything is
made to order and kept as fresh as possible. We
cover an area from Mid-Wales to North Wales into
Shropshire and parts of Flintshire. In the business
my father Peter Hughes, my mother Mary
Hughes, brother Paul Hughes and uncle Philip
Lynch are still working directors and take an
active roll in the day-to-day operations. We have
a team of some 60 people ensuring everything we
produce is delivered on time and fresh everyday!

Mark Hughes - Director

Who we are
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Cream Nutty

Long Chocolate doughnut

Fresh Cream Scone

Choux Puff

Open Trifle

Trifle

Twin Strawberry Tart

Chocolate Sponge

Apple & Custard Doughnut

Chocolate Choux Puff

Light puff pastry with fresh cream filling and a generous sprin-
kling of roasted almonds and icing sugar on top.

Incredibly light choux pastry filled with copious amounts
of fresh cream and a light dusting of icing sugar.

One of our
excellent plain
scones with a fresh
cream filling and a
dusting of icing
sugar. Superb value.

A delicious long
doughnut filled
with fresh cream,
a blob of strawberry
jam and a rich
chocolate topping.

A delicious long
doughnut filled with
apple and vanilla
custard

This is a delicious trifle with
jam, custard, sponge and
cream making this traditional
dessert a great treat on the go.

Triple layer chocolate sponge cake
with fresh cream and strawberry jam

filling and a dusting of icing sugar on top.
Also available in victoria sponge flavour.

Incredibly light choux pastry filled with
copious amounts of fresh cream and a rich
topping of dark chocolate.

A light pastry case filled with fresh cream and a
pair of real strawberries on top. Drizzled in
strawberry jelly

Jelly, custard, sponge and cream
make this a multi-layered treat
and a real bestseller. Kid love
these on the go and it comes with
its own spoon.
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All orders must be placed before 3:00pm the day
before they are required.

Any orders after 3:00pm cannot be guaranteed.

We reserve the right to deny supply to customers
with outstanding accounts.

All sizes, shapes, colours and designs indicated in
this brochure are approximate and we reserve the
right to change them without prior notice.
However every accommodation will be made to
ensure our customers are not inconvenienced in
any way.

Unit 3c Soulton Road Industrial Estate
Wem, Shropshire SY4 5SD

Tel: 01939 236200
Fax: 01939 236375

Unit 10, Rivulet Road
Wrexham LL13 8DL
Tel: 01978 265064

Order Line: 01978 355090

Mobile No. 07576 613210

Brochure design by ENSO Design Communications 07974 773685
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